UTSA UNIVERSITY CENTER

ROWDY GRAS '16

TASTE OF NEW ORLEANS, MUSIC AND MORE!

FEBRUARY 9TH

DAYTIME EVENT 11-1PM UC PASEO
DJ EPHLAT
FOOD TASTING!

EVENING EVENT 6-9PM UC LAWN

FREE OFFICIAL ROWDY GRAS 2016 T-SHIRT
(While they last!)

GIVEAWAYS!

LIVE JAZZ BAND
PERFORMED BY UTSA STUDENTS

ACTIVITIES!

FREE NEW ORLEANS STYLE FOOD!

ROWDY GRAS PARADE
AT THE UC PASEO
(Meet up by 5:30PM)

MEET Rowdy and the King and Queen of Rowdy Gras!

#UCPROGRAMS@THEUTSAUC (210)458-6948 UC 1.02.08
UCPROGRAMS@UTSA.EDU

University Center